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Introduction
Axon Lawyers
• Who are we? Amsterdam based life sciences law firm with international focus
• What do we do? Assisting high tech, science-based companies marketing innovative
food products, medicinal products and medical devices

• What’s the offer? Offering unique life sciences expertise on an EU-wide level through
Alliance of European Life Sciences Lawyers and other close collaboration with peers
• What more? Reporting current life sciences developments at 2 blogs:
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Agenda
Legal framework for Cannabis applied in food and pharma

• Difference between these two applications
• Current legal framework for application of Cannabis in food + impact of latest changes
• Legal framework for application of Cannabis in pharma + upcoming tender
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Difference between Cannabis in
pharma and in food
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Cannabis in pharma
Application of medicinal Cannabis
• Medicinal Cannabis does not actually cure any disease, but according to scientific evidence it can
alleviate suffering from certain diseases – see information below (source www.jellinek.nl).
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Cannabis in food
Alleged effects of Cannabis in food
• Stress reduction
• Good night rest
• Energy & resistance
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Legal framework for Cannabis in food
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Old and new regulatory framework
Change in legal framework of CBD foods
• CBD food products (mostly supplements) used to be “regular” food products, not requiring any
prior market authorization.
• Since change in Novel Food catalogue, CBD food products were brought into realm of Novel
Food framework. What happened?
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Implications of new framework
Novel Food if history of safe use cannot be demonstrated - and the other way round!
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Various options for CBD food products
Establishing safe food use and other options
• For some elements of the Cannabis plant (e.g. leaves and flower) history of safe food use can be
construed. In the affirmative, no NF application is being required.
• In case no history of safe food use can be established, remaining options are:
1. File Novel Food application

2. Rely on third party NF authorization
3. Consultation procedure at Member State level in case of uncertainty NF-status
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Implications of change in legal framework
Application for NF authorization
• Contrary to former NF-Regulation, generic authorizations under current NF-Regulation.
• Apart from protection of confidential information or data protection, no commercial monopoly.
• In order to share the investment, joint applications can be made for instance by industry
organizations.
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Implications of change in legal framework
Rely on third party NF authorization

• Currently the entire CBD scene is watching the one and single pending application for CBD food
supplements applied for by the Czech company Cannabis Pharma.
• If EFSA grants a positive opinion and a NF-authorization is granted, any third party can market a
CBD food supplement with the same specs and for the same targeted audience.

• The same goes for any other potential third party authorization for a CBD food product, so watch
that Union list of authorized Novel Foods.
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Implications of change in legal framework
Consultation procedure at Member State level
• Based on Implementing Regulation 2018/456 a request for determining the NF status of a food
can be filed at MS level. Big pro: EC is bound by MS decision on non-novelty of food product.
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Implications of change in legal framework
Consultation procedure at Member State level
• Relatively quick procedure: national authorities should decide within 4 months after receipt
request (in principle including potential requests for additional information).
• Protection of confidential information possible to certain extent. If request for confidentiality is not
granted: consultation request can be withdrawn.
• Outcome published at Commission website (currently 31 publications, 5 not novel). For the
entries not considered novel, a history of food use in the EU < 1997 was established.
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Enforcement re. CBD food products
What types of enforcement can FBOs meet when marketing CBD foods?
(1) Marketing CBD foods without required Novel Food authorization
(2) Marketing CBD foods in violation of applicable labeling and advertising rules

▶️ Each type of exposure comes down to violation of a EU legal norm.

▶️ Enforcement however takes place on a national MS level > for proper risk assessment, consult
local expert.
Takeaway: proper labeling is of the essence, also for online sales.
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Cannabis in food
Application of Cannabis in food
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Legal framework for Cannabis in pharma
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Cannabis under the Dutch Opium Act
Controlled substances
• Under Dutch Opium Act Cannabis is considered be “controlled substance”.
• Our Opium Act contains two Annexes: List I (hard drugs) and List II (soft drug). In fact, hemp is
defined in List II as follows:
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Restrictions & sanctions re. Cannabis
Despite Cannabis being a soft drug – severe sanctions under Dutch Opium Act
• Art. 3 Dutch Opium Act prohibits the following acts re. controlled substances: importing / exporting
/ cultivation / processing / manufacturing / selling / delivering / transport.
• Available sanctions for trading a large quantity of Cannabis include imprisonment up to six years
or a fine up to a maximum of € 83.000,00.
• “Large quantity” defined in art. 1.2 Opium Act Decree”:

> 500 g hemp
> 200 hemp plants
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Role of the Health Ministry
Limited number of exemptions under Dutch Opium Act
• Dutch Health Minister is responsible for cultivation of sufficient hemp in the NL for scientific
research re. hemp / hashish / hemp oil and for production of medicinal products.
• Via the Office of Medicinal Cannabis (OMC), exemptions are granted for scientific research or the
production of medicinal Cannabis, both under very strict conditions.
• OMC thereby plays a pivotal role in any legal cultivation of Cannabis.
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Research with Cannabis
Applicable requirements to obtain research exemption (Beleidsregels Opiumwetontheffingen)
• Necessity for exemption must be demonstrated.
• Scientifically justified objective, backed by for instance research protocol for clinical trial or for
breeding of hemp plants.
•

Applicable quality requirements (GMP or GLP) or certification standards (e.g. ISO) must be met
and appropriate safety (anti theft) measures must be put in place.

• Screening of the applicant (“verklaring omtrent gedrag”) in order to prevent potential criminal
applications.
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Cannabis for medicinal purposes
Upcoming tender for manufacturing medicinal Cannabis
• Currently only a single manufacturer of medicinal Cannabis: Bedrocan. This will most likely
change in future, as a tender for election of new growers has been launched.
• NB Former tender was launched on 28 February 2018, but withdrawn on 28 June 2018, as OMC
realized the tender requirements were not proportionate to intended purposes.
• New tender opened on 11 July 2019.
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Tender procedure growing medicinal Cannabis
Purpose & procedure tender
• Selection of up to two companies for the supply of medicinal Cannabis of constant
pharmaceutical quality. Deadline for application initially 25 November 2019. Extension:
(info Tendernet.nl 27 November 2019)
• Harvest will be purchased by OMC, who will conclude framework agreement with selected
entity/entities as of 1 April 2021 for 4 years (two 12 months extensions feasible).
• Actual tender phase preceded by selection phase (Q1 2021): selection based on exclusion
grounds and suitability requirements set out in Uniform European Tender Document.
• Screening of applicant under Act for the Promotion of Integrity Evaluation by public authorities
(“Wet Bibob”).
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Suitability requirements tender procedure
Qualifiers and the challenging thereof
• Demonstrable experience with legal cultivation of > 2 varieties Cannabis / other plants to be used
as raw materials for herbal medicinal preparations (“kruidengeneesmiddelen”).
• Demonstrable experience with compliance with GMP / GAP / GACP in such cultivation.
▶️ These qualifiers and any other tender requirements may be subject to Q&A, as published in
Informative Memoranda (“Nota van Inlichtingen”) on an anonymous basis. Latest version: 7
November 2019.
▶️ Any questions not addressed in Informative Memoranda should be addressed in summary relief
proceedings (“kort geding”) ultimately within 10 days after 2nd Informative Memorandum.
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Material requirements medicinal Cannabis (1)
Current and future varieties medicinal Cannabis
Currently, the following 5 varieties are available:

Any applicant under the tender procedure will have to offer at least the following 2 varieties:

▶️ Bedrocan
▶️ Bediol
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Sales levels and price
This in an overview of the sales of medicinal Cannabis. Against this background, OMC will purchase
from winner(s) of tender procedure > 250 kg against fixed price of € 2,35 / g.
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Conclusion

• Application of Cannabis in food substantially differs from application in pharma.
• Both applications however require rigorous safety substantiation: for most Cannabis food
products via Novel Food proceedings (if applicable) and for Cannabis pharma products via GMP.
• Contrary to Cannabis pharma market, the Cannabis food market is not completely regulated,
leaving room for any (serious) player to enter this market.
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